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Name:

a) Teacherblogs

c) Digitaltext books

. a) Fundamental research

c) Historical research
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PART-A

Answer all questions.

1. A curriculum is

a) Totality of exPeriences

b) Totality of classroom experiences

c) Subjecttaught

d) Syllabus of the course

2. Which of thefollowing is notan advantage of M-learning ?

Time :2 Hours

a) Individualized

c) LessexPensive

3. 'Learning by doing' is emphasized in

a) SMP b) SMSG c) NMP d) NCERT

4. Which of the followihg is not an on-line tool for Mathematics learning ?

Max. Marks : 50

b) Easy access

d) Face to face

b) Web 2.0tools

d) cD's

b) Action research

d) Experimental research

(5x1=5 Marks)

5. The research done by practitioners for improving the performance
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Answer in one word/sentence.

6. Continuity of the topic in consecutive years of learning is ensured in
of curriculum organization.

A curriculum that satisfies the needs of the pupil is known as

Name a not open source in web 2.0 toors that enabre one to create various types
of interactive questions forthe World Wide Web.

The type of research in which.systematic anarysis of past events is done to get
an account of what happened in the past.

What type of problems are recommended in problem Based Learning ?
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PART-C
(Very Short Answer)

Answer all questions.

11. write two thrust areas of research in mathematics education.

12. Mention the use of edublogs for a mathematics teacher.

13. List the steps in organizing a mathematics club.

14. Give two natural.situations in which ,Symmetry, 
is involved.

15. What are the advantages of reflective learning ?

PAFT-D
(ShortAnswer)

Answer any 4 questions.

in curriculum construction with suitable
16. Explain the concept of ,Correlation,

examples.

17. Describethe rogicar and psychorogicar approaches of curricurum organization.
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